Bugs & Wish list

IE eats up extra long Wikipages and Articles

Status
Closed

Subject
IE eats up extra long Wikipages and Articles

Version
1.9.x

Category
- Error
- Usability

Feature
Browser Compatibility
Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
Article
Theme: Look & feel, Styles, CSS, Theme Control Center
Templates (Smarty)

Resolution status
Fixed

Submitted by
Conrad Rentsch

Volunteered to solve
luciahs d' being ♂♂

Lastmod by
luciahs d' being ♂♂

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) ☀

Description
Long and extra long wiki pages are not correctly displayed by the IE. Also no scroll bars are shown, so the content vanishes completely on a certain point of the page.

Also articles are affected. 😞

Solution
It's the matter of currently used xhtml tableless layout + CSS and crappy rendering behaviour of IE. Rewrite of the xhtml + CSS is on the way...
simple.css fixed using *lite (lite/lite.css)

(don't forget to update the templates too)

Importance
9 high

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
494
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feel free to test please
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